Correlations of amino acids in proteins.
A correlation analysis among 20 amino acids is performed for four protein structural classes (alpha, beta, alpha/beta, and alpha+beta) in a total of 204 proteins. The correlation relationships among amino acids can be classified into the following four types: (1) strong positive correlation, (2) strong negative correlation, (3) weak correlation, and (4) no correlation. The correlation relationships are different for different proteins and are correlated with the features of their structural classes. The amino acids with the weak correlation relationship can be treated as the independent basis functions for the space where proteins are defined. The amino acids with large correlation coefficients are linear correlative with each other and they are not independent. The strong correlation among amino acids reflects their mutual constrained relationship, as exhibited by their relevant structural features. The information obtained through the correlation analysis is used for predicting protein structural classes and a better prediction quality is obtained than that by the simple geometry distance methods without taking into account the correlation effects.